LIBERALISM   AND  THE  MONARCHY
that Public Reason "; and the assertion that a class cannot
represent a whole was answered in felicitous terms by Royer-
Collard,1 explaining that, society being classified according to
rights and interests equally legitimate though not identical,
should a class be found whose interests are common to all, and
from whom none are excluded, you may be sure that regardless
of its numbers that class possesses in itself all necessary in-
terests, and can therefore represent all others with all necessary
perfection. This is, of course, a direct negation of all current
theories of the sovereignty of the people, and Guizot ridicules
these theories right and left. The sovereignty of the people
is contrary to natural inequalities and to the experience of
the world; its great weakness is that it makes power come
from below, whereas true representation sees that power comes
from above, and forces whoever claims to be invested with it
to have the Tightness of those claims admitted by those men
who are capable of feeling it.2 It had its utility, he rashly admits
in another work 3; in so far as it had to be evolved as the only
way in which an ignored majority could force the recognition
of its claims upon a dictatorial minority; it was a useful weapon,
a practical necessity for putting an end in the name of an idea
to a problem of power already solved in fact. It would be diffi-
cult to phrase in a happier way the situation in 1848 and the
way in which it was solved by an appeal of that very sort to the
despised principle, but this by the way ; it is not the only stick
with which Guizot provides his opponents to beat him: such
as his admission, in a speech in Parliament on gth November
1830, that" the people must needs have the right to change their
government7'—another deadly admission, in spite of the proviso
that " this principle, which presided over our Revolution, must
not preside over our government,"
This assertion also illustrates another fallacy, not unique
indeed to Guizot and to Liberals, that political systems can
maintain themselves by principles different from those to
which they owe their life. We saw in a previous chapter how
1	Barante, of, cit*, ii., p. 463.
2	Op. fl?/., p. ri2.
8 dcs Moyens de Gouvernement^ p. 145.
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